
Current policy: 
 
PROPOSAL TO CHANGE THE GRADING SCALE AS SHOWN BELOW 
 
The scholastic record you compile at school is very important.  This record is permanent.  
You should strive to attain a record which will be advantageous to you in future years.  
Students who excel in scholastic achievement are given special school recognition through 
honor rolls. 
 
There are certain classes at Commerce High School, such as Band, Athletics, etc., that 
require you to be in attendance before or after the school day.  A part of your grade 
could be affected by attendance or non-attendance to these activities.  Each teacher will 
explain his/her grading procedure to you at the beginning of the school year. 
 

100----92.5---A 
92.4---90.0---A-  Maximum Points----700  
89.9---87.5---B+ 
87.4---82.5---B  60% of 700 points---420 to pass                  
82.4---80.0---B-                                  
79.9---77.5---C+  Example: 
77.4---72.5---C 
72.4---70.0---C-   94 X 3   =   282 
69.9---67.5---D+   86 X 3   =   258 
67.4---62.5---D   40 X 1   =    40  
62.4---60.0---D-        580 
59.9---00.0---F  580 divided by 7  =  83 or a B 

 
The above grading scale would make the student continue to work through out the entire 
semester. 
 
Adopted:  May 6, 1991 

 
 
Proposed change: 

 
PROPOSAL TO CHANGE THE GRADING SCALE AS SHOWN BELOW 
 
The scholastic record you compile at school is very important.  This record is permanent.  
You should strive to attain a record which will be advantageous to you in future years.  
Students who excel in scholastic achievement are given special school recognition through 
honor rolls. 
 
There are certain classes at Commerce High School, such as Band, Athletics, etc., that 
require you to be in attendance before or after the school day.  A part of your grade 
could be affected by attendance or non-attendance to these activities.  Each teacher will 
explain his/her grading procedure to you at the beginning of the school year. 
 

100----92.5---A 
92.4---90.0---A-  Maximum Points----700  
89.9---87.5---B+ 
87.4---82.5---B  60% of 700 points---420 to pass                  
82.4---80.0---B-                                  
79.9---77.5---C+  Example: 
77.4---72.5---C 
72.4---70.0---C-    
69.9---67.5---D+   90 X 6   =   540 
67.4---62.5---D   40 X 1   =    40  
62.4---60.0---D-        580 
59.9---00.0---F  580 divided by 7  =  83 or a B 

 
Semester Grades will be figured on an accumulative basis. Semester tests will count as 
1/7 of the semester grade. 
 

 
Adopted August 11, 2003 


